Black Friday: The fourth Friday of November when many

people will be looking for interesting discounts. Since more
and more physical stores are offering Black Friday deals, the
question that arises is:

How can physical stores manage to keep Black Friday
interesting for consumers?
We asked our large community of European mobile users to
tell us about their Black Friday shopping intentions and
behavior. Read all our interesting findings in this Consumer
Report.

48% of European consumers plan to visit physical
stores on Black Friday. In Italy (69%) and Spain (64%)

the intention to do so is the greatest, while in The
Netherlands (32%) and The United Kingdom (33%) the
majority do not intend to visit physical stores.

“Are you planning to
visit physical stores
during Black Friday?”
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The majority of consumers across Europe plan on visiting both
small businesses and large well-known chains to find their
perfect deals.
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For most Europeans, the satisfaction of securing a financially
good deal, will be the main reason for shopping at physical
stores during this Black Friday; immediately followed by being
able to buy products they normally cannot afford. Being able
to purchase items that are normally out of their spending
capabilities, is the strongest incentive to purchase for French
(43%), Spanish (40%) and Italian consumers (42%).

Finding deals makes me feel good
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I can buy things I normally can't
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I like shopping in general
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It's a tradition for me
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I'm afraid I'm missing out on deals
Other
Other people go, so I'd lilke to go too

4%
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The preference for online
shopping (45%), ranks as the
most common reason for
avoiding shopping in
physical stores during Black
Friday.

In the Netherlands, a second common reason to stay at home
during Black Friday is the assumption that deals are not
trustworthy (30%). In Germany, 24% of the non-shoppers state

they are simply not interested in Black Friday deals. Health and
safety concerns are most prevalent in the UK (10%).
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I prefer to shop the deals online
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Black Friday deals are not trustworthy
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I'm not interested in Black Friday deals
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I have concerns about my safety
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To be able to find
Black Friday deals, many
European consumers
believe that stores must
extend their opening hours
(68%).
Stores should do this for a time period of one week (63%), or
just on Black Friday (31%). By extending the opening hours,
there is a chance that stores will achieve higher profits, since
most European consumers are willing to spend €101 - 300 on
Black Friday deals in physical stores.

“How much are you willing to spend during Black Friday?”
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€1 - €100

€101 - €200 €201 - €300 €301 - €400

Over €400

Yes
13%

“Do you expect to feel guilty after
purchasing products on Black Friday in
physical stores (e.g. about the

No
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environmental impact)?”
Other
5%

Impact on
social
damages
52%

Impact on
the planet
41%

“What will you feel guilty about?”
Multiple answers possible

Impact on
myself
42%

Despite the general rise in consumer awareness, most European
consumers do not expect to feel guilty after purchasing their
Black Friday deals. If they do feel guilty, this will mainly be about
the social damage caused by their purchase. Stores should
therefore pay attention to the origin of the products they offer.

For example, they may wonder whether the working conditions
in the chain are acceptable.

“Do you have concerns about
your safety and health when
visiting physical stores on

Black Friday?”

Yes
31%

While the number of COVID-19

No
69%

infections is rising again in several
countries, most European consumers are
not concerned about their safety and health
when visiting their favorite store on Black Friday. If consumers
are concerned, most believe that stores should maintain a
maximum number of customers allowed in stores (72%).

Extend opening hours

Maintain a walking route in store

Obligated use of hygiene products

Limit the number of people allowed in store

Multiple answers possible.
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While the top 3 varies between
countries, all Europeans agree on
Facebook and Instagram being the
least suitable communication
channel for physical stores during
Black Friday (10%).

The findings presented in this report are
based on the results of an investigative
task submitted to the Roamler Crowd
during one month (October 2021). The
purpose was to determine the crowd’s

shopping intentions and behavior in
physical stores when it comes to Black
Friday. The findings reflect data collected
from
France,

respondents, located in Italy,
Spain,

the

United

Kingdom,

Germany, Belgium, and the Netherlands.

Would you like to receive more information?

Contact us at

www.roamler.com

